Geometry	Chapter 7
Lesson 7-4

Example 1  Find the Length of a Side
In ABD, file_0.unknown
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, CB = 18, DC = 6, and EA = 27.	file_2.png
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Find DE.
From the Triangle Proportionality Theorem, DE,EA) = DC,CB).
Substitute the known measures.
	DE,27)	= 
	(DE)(18)	= (27)6	Cross products
	18(DE)	= 162	Multiply.
	DE	= 9	Divide each side by 18.

DE = 9 units long.


Example 2  Determine Parallel Lines
In EFG, EG = 24, EH = 8, and LG is twice FL. 	file_4.png
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Determine whether file_6.unknown
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	EG	= EH + HG	Segment Addition Postulate
	24	= 8 + HG	EG = 24, EH = 8
	16	= HG	Subtract 8 from each side.

In order to show file_8.unknown
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, we must show that EH,HG) = FL,LG). EH = 8 and HG = EG - EH or 16. So, EH,HG) =  or  and FL,LG) = x,2x) or . Since the sides have proportional lengths, file_10.unknown
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Example 3  Midsegment of a Triangle
Triangle ABC has vertices A(0, 2), B(12, 0), 	file_12.png
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and C(2, 10). file_14.unknown
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 is a midsegment of ABC.
a.	Find the coordinates of D and E.
	Use the Midpoint Formula to find the 
midpoints of file_15.unknown
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	D(x1 + x2,2), y1 + y2,2)) = D(, ) or D(6, 1)

	E(x1 + x2,2), y1 + y2,2)) = E(, ) or E(7, 5)

b.	Verify that file_17.unknown
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	If the slopes of file_19.unknown
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	slope of file_23.unknown
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 =  or 4
	slope of file_24.unknown
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 =  or 4
	Because the slopes of file_25.unknown
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c.	Show that DE = AC.
	First, use the Distance Formula to findfile_29.unknown
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.
AC	= 2 + (2 - 10)2) 
	= 
	= or 2
DE	= 2 + (1 - 5)2) 
	= 
	= 

	Therefore, DE = AC.


Example 4  Proportional Segments
MAPS  In Lake Creek, the lots on which 	file_31.png
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houses are to be built are laid out as shown.
Using the distances shown, find w.
Notice the lot lines form the bottom portion of 
a triangle that is cut by parallel lines. So you 
can use the Triangle Proportionality Theorem.
		= w)	Triangle Proportionality Theorem
	20w	= 24(25)	Cross products
	20w	= 600	Multiply.
	w	= 30	Divide each side by 30.

The distance represented by w is 30 meters.


Example 5  Congruent Segments
Find x and y.	file_33.png
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To find x:
	DE	= EF	Given
	2x	= x + 8	Substitution
	x	= 8	Subtract x from each side.


To find y:
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Parallel lines that cut off congruent segments on one transversal cut off congruent segments on every transversal.
	AB	= BC	Definition of congruent segments
	3y - 5	= 10 - 2y	Substitution
	5y - 5	= 10	Add 2y to each side.
	5y	= 15	Add 5 to each side.
	y	= 3	Divide each side by 5.

